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English   https://translate.google.com 
  
 
 
Green band has moved on, intermitted breakout upwards looming, but look for a final leverage shakeout 
 
The recent pullback in cryptocurrencies is nothing more than an attempt to manipulate time & price for most to all cryptocurrencies. 

By slowing down time, or as we refer to it as “time expansion”, manipulators drag out the cycle pattern where 1 week becomes 3 

weeks and 3 weeks become up to 9 to 12 weeks. This is a method to demoralise humanity and Cryptocurrency investors, people then 

give up and exit cryptocurrencies. They lose hope. This is exactly what I warned about to occur at point number 3 low on the 

predictive algorithm chart below. My exact words were: “do not be surprised if we stay at this bottom for up to 4 weeks and even up 
to 9 weeks…and then a vertical breakout upwards when nobody expects it to occur…”. 

 

We are in the RED BOX ZONE as in below chart #1 and within the GREEN ZONE & LARGER RED ARROW/S as in chart #2 (this is also 

where we saw a pullback/slowdown). Expect markets, as per my calculations, to stay within this green zone chart #2, and one by one 

all coins will start to break out upwards with vertical strength.  

 

Cautionary: Although the UP CYCLE has started, we could see a Probable one final leverage shakeout in all of cryptocurrencies. The 

algorithm chart on the bottom has a green trade zone for all cryptocurrencies. Some are ahead and some behind in a time point. 

However, from data we see, there could be a “leverage shakeout” coming, as we have warned in charts below, the past 3 weeks. This 

“leverage” drop may be a quick wick down, then some upside for multi weeks to come, exactly as per the blue algorithm line in chart 

depicted here. It’s a great time to add to positions. 

 

Chart 1 

 
 
Chart2 – see new Algorithm Data Red Box. The green zone indicates where various cryptos are in the time cycle (BCH LTC are behind while LUNA, ICX, FTM ahead). The 
green zone is where cryptos are in terms of the time/date cycle. Some coins are ahead while some coins are behind. Notice, from the last report, we have moved on. 

 
 
 

 

Disclaimer: This disclaimer must be reviewed in connection with the section entitled “Legal & Disclaimer” on the final page of this report. Any and all information on “Bitcoin Trend & Forecast” or “Website”, to include TREND FORECAST reports
(collectively, “Website Material”) are strictly the opinions of SCBG and their Analyst, based on data that he has evaluated, for his own purposes, at the particular point in time when the Website Material is published. Website Material must not be viewed
as recommendations to buy or sell any assets to include, but not limited to, securities, commodities, and cryptocurrencies (“Assets”). Making a choice to trade and invest in Assets must be your sole decision and at your own risk. You must not rely on any
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is not a financial advisor nor a Registered Securities Advisor in any jurisdiction, and the intent of this Website/s and documents/reports is not to give financial advice. It is merely research and data compiled, based on Mr. Landman’s, SCBG and their
Analyst opinions and should be used solely for entertainment and informational purposes. Regardless which jurisdiction in the world where you reside and/or access Website Material, you do so at your own risk. This Additional Legal Disclaimer applies to
all social media messages. See Disclaimer on Website for additional information.
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We made it – 2022 ☺ I wish all our members a prosperous year 
ahead with lots of gains, new knowledge and most importantly having 
fun while we do it. My aim is to bring more updates on various coins 
besides only the 10 covered in the report to offer value to our 
community. 

I want to really build the SCBG community within this year and we 
can also only do this with your help. If I could ask everyone to please 
write a testimonial on our website for us to use for marketing 
purposes, The team and I would be more than grateful. Sharing 
knowledge and helping others in the crypto space is so important to 
learn from costly mistakes and being part of a community is even 
more important. 

If anyone has suggestions on how we can improve, please write us an 
email as we appreciate feedback from our members. 

BTC.D is still trending down at 39.70%. The reason for that is BTC is 
mostly flat and sideways with a few ALTS spiking here and there. 
More and more ALT coins are sucking up the dominance from 
Bitcoin, but once the grandfather awakens this may quickly change. 
Although, the trend is your friend, and we are tracking downwards. 

The total market cap is at $2.2trilion and I do expect us to reach 
$3trillion within Q1. 

The USDT.D target has been reached and I would want to see a 
retrace where retailers and institutions gain confidence to deploy 
more capital into cryptos. 

Finally, the S&P continues to make NEW HIGHS, unbelievable! Our 
time in crypto will come SOON. 

Thank you once again for your continued support. 
All the best SCBG family.

AAVE – PAGE 5

ALGO – PAGE 6

CAKE – PAGE 7

MATIC – PAGE 8

COMP – PAGE 9

COTI – PAGE 10

DOT – PAGE 11

EGLD – PAGE 12

LINK – PAGE 13

ONE – PAGE 14

“Be thankful for what you have; 
you’ll end up having more. If you 
concentrate on what you don’t 
have, you will never, ever have 

enough.”
—Oprah Winfrey ”

“

What does Inus say…? 

SHIB – PAGE 15
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Chart Analysis

AAVE is hovering around the resistance at $283 and finding good support. A break above $303 may see us complete this technical setup of 
an inverse H&S pattern towards $445. Dips towards $255 remains a buy for me with higher targets within the next few weeks. 

MARKET RANK #46

1

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/aave/markets/

Risk Analysis: Medium
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MARKET RANK #19

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/algorand/markets/

Risk Analysis: Medium

Chart Analysis

ALGO jumped up two spots on CMC. The price is holding the gains thus far and broke above the resistance line which formed a bull flag. 
This is a great setup for higher targets to come. A break above $1.81 would see us move quickly to the next targets towards T1 and T2. 

2
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https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/pancakeswap/markets/

MARKET RANK #53
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Chart Analysis

CAKE is still holding the support, although currently it remains weak. The patterns end is coming closer for the price to decide to break 
up or down. We need to make higher highs above $14 - $15 to gain momentum to the upside. Pa

Risk Analysis: Medium
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https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polygon/markets/

MARKET RANK #14

Risk Analysis: Low

Chart Analysis

MATIC has not been able to breach the resistance level above $3. The trend seems to be weakening slightly and may pull back first 
towards $2.20 or even $2 for a Re-Entry Zone if it closes below $2.43. A daily close above $2.60 and a break of the resistance line would 
indicate strength back towards $3 and a possible move for the final target towards $3.90. We will know in a few days which way the price 
wants to go. 

Copyright Act (17 U.S.C):   This document is copyright
protected. Never distribute, reproduce, share (including by
electronic means), any and all of this data It is prohibited
and against the law. Report any unauthorized distribution
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).
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MARKET RANK #80

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/compound/markets/

Risk Analysis: Medium to High

Chart Analysis

COMP retest the support at $198, slightly lower than expected, but it held which is important. We need a break now above the $250-
$260 for the upside break and finally $300 which would be the last strong resistance. The COMPBTC chart is also starting to break key 
levels. Time and patience will reward those who wait.  

Copyright Act (17 U.S.C):   This document is copyright
protected. Never distribute, reproduce, share (including by
electronic means), any and all of this data It is prohibited
and against the law. Report any unauthorized distribution
to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).
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MARKET RANK #171

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/coti/markets/

Risk Analysis: High

Chart Analysis

COTI is holding onto the 200-day MA and forming a bull flag. A break above $0.41 would see our target 1 and above back into play. If we 
don’t hold onto these current levels, we may revisit the lower support at $0.33 and maybe a Re-Entry Zone. 

#SmallCapBigGains
subscribe @ bitcointaf.com
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MARKET RANK #10

Risk Analysis: Low

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polkadot-new/markets/

Chart Analysis

DOT reached T1 again and retested support at $27. Once we clear the $32.70 level, we should see the price targets for T2 and above 
within the next few weeks.  The trend is changing slowly which is good. Above $32 we will start making higher highs which is important 
for continuation in price. 
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https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/polkadot-new/markets/


https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/elrond-egld/markets/

MARKET RANK #39

Risk Analysis: Medium

Chart Analysis

EGLD is showing bullish divergence on the higher timeframe and is completely oversold for a massive run. We need to hold the support 
level and break above $255 to really get going. While we are holding support, I am adding to positions for now and will Re-Enter with a 
strong break above the resistance level. All the targets remain in place. 
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MARKET RANK #20

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/chainlink/markets/

Risk Analysis: Low

Chart Analysis

LINK had the minor pullback as expected from overbought levels. The 12h and daily stochastics are moving up and some volume is coming 
in. A break above $25 would see the price move higher as we continue in this rising potential ascending triangle bullish formation. 
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MARKET RANK #49

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/harmony/markets/

Risk Analysis: Medium to High

Chart Analysis

ONE is getting really close again to our first target. It broke past a key resistance that should act as support going forward. Once the 
support is established the price would move on to the next price targets. We had ample time to Re-Enter into positions and now we 
must give the price some time to show direction. We have a beautiful inverse H&S which should bring more upside. 

#SmallCapBigGains
subscribe @ bitcointaf.com
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MARKET RANK #13

https://coinmarketcap.com/currencies/shiba-inu/markets/ 

Risk Analysis: Medium to High

Chart Analysis

SHIBA INU has gone quiet and really been trading sideways for 40 days. While we hold the support levels, I do reckon the breakout and 
continuation to the upside is upon us. Be mindful of the two patterns in play with lower support of around $0.00002744. Once we break 
the resistance levels the upside would be well rewarded. 
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Dear SCBG Community 

I’m pleased to share with you one of the use cases for our soon to launch TAF Token. 
You are the first to have an opportunity to see the TAFKey and how it works to gain 
access to pre-sales that we will host on our Pre-Launch Pad.
Cheers,
Bill
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JANUARY 2022

4 January 2022
____________

OVERALL, for January, I know we have been saying for a very long time that disclosure is coming for the deep abuses that are 
committed by the rulers of our world. But this month it is written all over the stars. I can’t say that everything will come out now and I 
do expect all kinds of events that distract from these revelations - but I expect that there will be large scale revelations in January. 

Several themes for this month: There is an overall and increased level of attack on the health of the population, much of which is 
connected to 5G, but this is not the only thing we need to watch out for. Please do what you can to strengthen your microbiome, 
increase your intake of probiotics and do what you can to shield from radiation. 

Another theme is that we have HUGE opportunities to take constructive action for ourselves in the second half of January. It’s not so 
much the time to set up long-term contracts or situations, but we can make a lot of headway towards our own long-term well-being. 

Alongside what I view as the Astrology of disclosure in the second half of January we also have some type of very big manipulated 
events or a false flag of some kind. 

This is most likely for the purpose of distracting from the deeper truths being revealed. So, breathe deep and keep calm, January will be 
very bumpy. 

There is a window of time between the 16th - 23rd that looks like some kind of massive manipulation, lies or a false flag. So be alert to 
this timeframe. 

BEST DATES FOR FILING AN LLC - Jan 3, Jan 8, Jan 16 - but only if you have to file something financial in January. This is not a 
good month for financial matters and things started now are generally not good for long-term stability. They can be successful, but also 
volatile.
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